After rescuing his ship and crew from Captain Barbosa, Jack Sparrow, still obsessed with the idea of eternal life, is given an interesting piece of information from his dear friend Mr. Gibbs.
Jack! While I was ashore, I heard of a magical tablet in the land of New York, that will keep you feeling young forever! It only works at night, but I think this is treasure we can't pass up.

If I get this tablet, I will never grow old, never change, and I can live forever!

To the shipmates! We set sail for New York! Post haste!

They sailed for many days and nights until they reached their destination: The Natural.
Jack! While I was ashore, I heard of a magical tablet in the land of New York, that will keep you feeling young forever! It only works at night, but I think this is treasure we can't pass up.

If I get this tablet, I will never grow old, never change, and I can live forever!

To the ship mates! We set sail for New York! Post haste!

They sailed for many days and nights until they reached their destination: The Natural.

Little did they know, but inside was the night guard: Larry.

Then they came in and spotted him.

Freeze men!

Huh this must be the new pirate exhibit ...wow it's so lifelike.

Is he gone?

I think so.
That was close. What should we do, Jack?

Oh no! First Cecil, now you! Why can't people just accept that they are going to grow old?

Where's the tablet?

Fine, we will find it ourselves. We are pirates after all: take what you can, give nothing back!

Where's the tablet?

Oh no! First Cecil, now you! Why can't people just accept that they are going to grow old?

Give nothing back!
Let's go men! We must find this tablet so we can live forever, and never grow old.

Oh no! First Cecil, now you! Why can't people just accept that they are going to grow old?

Where's the tablet?

Fine, we will find it ourselves. We are pirates after all: Take what you can, give nothing back!

Lock him in the brig!

Run men!

No run!

In Mongolian: Who are these strange men? They are not welcome here! We must tear them in half!

Uhh, Captain, what is that?
THE NEW PIRATE EXHIBIT. THEY LOCKED ME UP. THEY WANT TO STEAL THE TABLET.

DON'T THEY UNDERSTAND THAT IF THEY ARE OUTSIDE AT SUN-UP, EVEN IF THEY HAVE THE TABLET THEY WILL TURN TO DUST?

LAURENCE MY GOOD MAN. WHAT HAPPENED TO YOU? HERE LET ME HELP YOU OUT!

MA YBE NOT THEY'RE NEW!

THEY WANT TO STEAL THE TABLET.

MEANWHILE BACK TO LARRY

AH! I HAD EVERYTHING ALL FIGURED OUT AND NOW THEY COME ALONG AND MESS EVERYTHING UP!

TALLY HO SON! WE'LL STOP THEM!

LET'S RIDE!

ATTILA'S GOT THEM. WE MUST BE SWIFT, EVERYONE MUST BE BACK IN PLACE BY SUN-UP.

PIRATES, GO BACK TO YOUR EXHIBIT. IT'S ALLRIGHT EVERYONE. GET BACK IN PLACE. I WILL TAKE CARE OF THE PIRATES AFTER THEY FREEZE.
O good! Attila’s got them

We must be swift, everyone must be back in place by sun-up

Ma

Maybe not they’re new son! We’ll stop them

Let’s ride meanwhile back to Larry the new pirate exhibit.

They locked me up. They want to steal the tablet Lauren grace my good man. What happened to you? Here let me help you out!

Teddy!

Ah! I had everything all figured out and now they come along and mess everything up!

Oh good! Attila’s got them

We will do no such thing!

What’s an exhibit?

It’s all right everyone. Get back in place. I will take care of the pirates after they freeze

It’s all right everyone. Get back in place. I will take care of the pirates after they freeze

Why are you still moving?!?

See you tomorrow everyone.

A light pirates 5-4-3-2-1
AY, BECAUSE WE ARE REAL PIRATES TRAVELED ALL THE WAY FROM THE MIGHTY SEAS, NOW GIVE US THE TABLET OR I WILL SHOOT YOU!

AY, ALL YOUR LITTLE FRIENDS ARE FROZEN AND YOU'RE RUNNING OUT OF TIME. WHAT SAY YEE?

OK, I HAVE AN IDEA: THE TABLET CAN'T LEAVE THE BUILDING OTHERWISE ALL OF THESE EXHIBITS STAY WAX, BUT YOU COULD BE MY SPECIAL GUARDS OF THE TABLET. ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS STAY FROZEN DURING THE DAY AND WATCH FOR ANY SUSPICIOUS CHARACTERS AND THEN AT NIGHT YOU CAN DO WHATEVER YOU WANT AND FEEL YOUNG FOREVER. SOUND GOOD FELLAS?

WHAT AM I GOING TO DO? I CAN'T LET THESE PIRATES RUN AMUK IN THE MUSEUM WHILE PATRONS ARE HERE, BUT THEY Aren'T LIKE THE NORMAL EXHIBITS THAT FREEZE DURING THE DAY

NAY! ETERNAL LIFE BE NOTHING WITHOUT THE SEA! WE'LL WORK THIS OUT FELLAS! I JUST NEED TO MAKE A CALL AND I WILL GET THIS ALL STRAIGHTENED OUT.
NAY! ETERNAL LIFE BE NOTHING WITHOUT THE SEA!

WE'LL WORK THIS OUT FELLAS! I JUST NEED TO MAKE A CALL AND I WILL GET THIS ALL STRAIGHTENED OUT.

HOW DOES ONE MAKE A CALL?

I DUNNO, MATE

YEA, HI I HAVE A BUNCH OF CRAZY PEOPLE HERE DRESSED AS PIRATES. THEY ARE TRYING TO STEAL ARTIFACTS FROM THE MUSEUM. I NEED SOMEONE TO COME PICK THEM UP.

SURE SIR, SOMEONE WILL BE RIGHT OVER.

GREAT! THANK YOU!

NAY! ETERNAL LIFE BE NOTHING WITHOUT THE SEA!

I DUNNO, MATE

YEA, HI I HAVE A BUNCH OF CRAZY PEOPLE HERE DRESSED AS PIRATES. THEY ARE TRYING TO STEAL ARTIFACTS FROM THE MUSEUM. I NEED SOMEONE TO COME PICK THEM UP.

SURE SIR, SOMEONE WILL BE RIGHT OVER.

GREAT! THANK YOU!
So the proper authorities came and the pirates were sent off to a mental institution where they were treated humanely and taught to function as cooperative members of society.

Bye bye pirates!

The museum nightly parties resumed as normal.

Mr. Gibbs became a jewelry appraiser.

Ragetti went on to manufacture his own line of glass eyes.

And everyone lived socially acceptably ever after.